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Extruders, remelters and distributors of secondary aluminium often fi nd it 
diffi cult to fi nd band saws adapted to their needs. The machines available 
on the market are mostly designed for ferrous metals such as steel or inconel 
and require adaptations that are not always optimal to meet the needs of 
aluminium sawing. In addition, premium saws for aluminium smelters often 
represent too high investments for the type of application.

Faced with this situation, the French company SERMAS has developed 
a new range of saws: Smaller, more agile saws that would open up new 
opportunities in terms of production. Producers who work solely with ingots, 
for instance, can now take on billets. The saws are multi-profi le, capable of 
cutting products that are round or square, hollow or solid.

“We have been SERMAS customers since 1994, and have kept a close eye 
on the development of this new range of saws. We are looking to expand 
our portfolio of applications by gaining more cutting capabilities, and these 
saws are a perfect means of doing that!” says Mr Valax from Praxair PHP 
(specialising in aluminium alloy production). 

This new range, named BS-E, brings an undeniable benefi t compared 
to the competition: Up to a 4-fold reduction in chips thanks to SERMAS 
technologies. In addition, the simplifi ed operation and smaller size of these 
machines make them very competitive price, with a return on investment of 
less than 24 months. 

For more information, visit; www.sermas.com 
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SERMAS Industrie is a leader in the 
sawing of large-sized materials for 
the aluminium industry. It develops a 
complete range of equipment for the 
sawing of non-ferrous metals such 
as aluminium, copper, graphite and 
carbon. SERMAS Industrie was created 
in 1972. More than 500 SERMAS units 
are currently in operation worldwide.


